
Love, Liberty and Leadership    Chapter 4:    THE REDESIGN
A treatise on a youth antiviolence program for the 21st century 

Our design team took great pleasure in applying whatever measures it would take to enhance the 
“flow” of our event by rigorously applying Czikszentmihalyi’s optimizing conditions to every element.  
The Ropes Course events/elements that we had chosen initially were easy to adapt, as the designers 
had been building in “flow”– long before anyone gave it that name. Each of these elements  which 
had been carefully put together during World War II, had clear goals, and we make sure that whoever 
was presenting them articulated these goals clearly, and 
applied a time limit over which the event would proceed. 
This satisfied the first and second of optimizing conditions, 
as with Ropes Course events the opportunities are relatively 
high for being decisive. After all that’s how they were 
designed. There was never any question that the level of 
difficulty of the Ropes Course events was also optimal. 
Those which failed to stretch our young participants had 
long since been discarded. We were even able to design a 
few new ones, on the basis of knowing what would be both 
interesting and challenging. For instance, on the second 
round of design, we decided to include a Jousting 
Challenge, and although there were naysayers, we later 
found that both boys and girls greatly enjoy this event.

Adding the “Optimizing Conditions” One By One

The next thing we wanted to ensure was that there was an equal balance 
between planning and executing - allowing action and awareness to 
merge rather than to be seen as separate activities. Were our Ropes 
Course elements sufficiently interesting to the young people that they 
would captivate their attention with 20 or 30 minutes they would spend? 
Frankly, there were elements that we ended up discarding, as the young 
people simply didn’t relate to them. That meant that the ones that were 
left were the ones that were highly interesting and highly engaging. 

As an example, we run an event called the Egg Launch–which requires 
teams of participants first to 
design and then to build an 
object made out of common 
household items – like pot 
scrubbers, scotch tape, kitchen 
steel wool, clothespins, toilet 
paper, chopsticks, rubber bands 
and the like. The vehicle is to be a safe container which 
contains and protects up to 6 raw eggs,  i.e. it has to be 
capable of preventing them from breaking when it is 
launched through the air. Teams compete against each 
other, and the winning team is the one with the most intact 
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eggs - multiplied by the distance that they were launched through the air. I have never seen this event 
fail to capture the enraptured attention of people at any age. But the teenagers are head over heels in 
love with it. 

Czikszentmihalyi’s sixth optimizing condition is the loss of self-
consciousness. There’s no doubt that the beginning, young people are 
very self-conscious – much more so than adults. This is why we wrap this 
whole event in a simulation game. If the young people can be medieval 
knights, they can forget themselves and the doubts that they bring. 
Whether they wear costumes themselves, or whether they see adults who 
are conducting the event wearing these costumes, the tendency is to 
forget oneself, and to jump into the fray – as a medieval knight.

The seventh optimizing condition is an altered sense of time. This requires that the activity be highly 
interesting. When it is not boring, time seems to pass faster.  When it is captivating, time seems to pass 
more slowly. In the end when time can be taken out of the equation, participation becomes more 
intense, and enjoyment increases. All of these conditions are meant to arrive at state where the activity 
becomes autotelic –which means - worth doing for its own sake. In all fairness this was never a 
problem with boys, but we were to see down the road that we would have to wrap the package 
somewhat differently for girls. Let’s just say for now that this happened. We’ll come to that.

As much as the Ropes Course events are easy to adapt to the 
optimizing conditions for learning, we had to do the same thing 
for all of the other activities, making sure that the whole 
weekend was an uninterrupted “flow,” so that learning is 
constantly occurring. This meant that we have to be extremely 
organized. We have to know all time were our props and 
equipment are and how to put our hands on them in a moments 
notice, and since we are relying largely on first-time volunteers, 
who don’t necessarily understand how we are optimizing the 
learning by keeping things moving, this became an element that 
we began to emphasize when we trained the volunteers at the 
outset. When I say that we have to emphasize it, you should 
read between the lines that when we don’t, we’re trouble. 
We’re intent not to have a breakdown happen.

Program # 2 - Applying What We’d Learned

 It was a beautiful Friday evening in November 2001 when the returnees from our October 2000 event 
and about 10 new volunteer man gathered at the same summer camp we had rented the year before. 
About 30 new boys had been rounded up including 10 from Big Brothers, and we had about 10 to 15 
boys returning from the previous year’s program. Remembering the post-program letdown, we had 
experimented with a few different forms of preparing the volunteers for the milieu they were about to 
enter -  including putting them through a mini-program in which they went through a few Ropes Course 
events, and the same debrief and High Council they would be producing for the youth. We wouldn’t 
know until afterwards that we had succeeded in vouchsafing the men against their own limitations.



So much had happened in the year between programs, that we 
were very excited when the second iteration of the program 
began. In addition to the understanding we have gained, we 
had invited the group of boys to return for a second level 
program, and so for all intents and purposes we were running 
two programs simultaneously. We had added some new Ropes 
Course events for the second year boys, as repeating old 
challenge events takes out the element of surprise. Version 2 was 
a more tightly orchestrated version of Version 1. One other thing 
that we had added was that one third of the group had been 
recruited from Big Brothers17. In addition, because of the success 

our first program, a number of parents wanted to send their 
struggling adolescents, in hopes they would benefit from our program.

After we got over the opening night jitters - thinking we might be stopped in our tracks by a couple of 
young monitors whom we had hoped to fold into our volunteer staff, but to no avail. With their 
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17 Cornell Dewey G.: What Works In Youth Violence Prevention? 1999 http://
youthviolence.edschool.virginia.edu/prevention/home.html

Dr. Cornell, a widely quoted authority on youth violence in the United States, started in 1999 
keeping a well-researched inventory of approaches used to prevent youth violence. This was a 
very valuable document which was continually updated. We used it to read widely on research 
into what worked and what didnʼt. While we gained many valuable insights from Cornellʼs work, 
here we would like to comment  specifically on the research on one of Cornellʼs favorite 
interventions–Big Brothers/Big Sisters. This organization, for those who donʼt know, creates 
mentorship matches between suitable adults to act as big brothers and now big sisters–for 
youths under 18 years old from single parent families–who request assistance, usually for an 
out-of-control young person. Grossman and Gary found that the Big Brothers Big Sisters 
program resulted in a 46% reduction in drug use, a 32% reduction indicating people, and a 

52% reduction in truancy. This far exceeds the results of other approaches.

What is even more remarkable, and reported on by the Cornell, is that the adult matches could be divided into 
“prescriptive” and “non-prescriptive” volunteers – meaning advice-giving and activity-suggesting mentors versus non-
advice giving and responsive-to-suggestion mentors. Research showed that virtually all of the positive results came 
from the non-prescriptive matches, and that further to this, 80% of the prescriptive matches had been jettisoned by 
the young people by the end of two years. This is pretty indicative of what is happening here, and when one pairs this 
with Cornellʼs reports on the results of the police-run D. A. R. E. drug use prevention plan which is widespread 
throughout the United States and Canada –  which exhorts young people to stay away from drugs and alcohol (which 
has been shown to increase the use of drug and alcohol among participants), one gets a clear picture that any 
program that is still rooted in suggesting to youth how they should behave, is doomed to failure. 

On the optimistic side, it can be seen that enlisting adults whose basic approach is to celebrate youth, rather to then 
correct them, is a harbinger of success. It is one thing to have prospective volunteers get a police check of their 
criminal record, and is another thing to find out what their attitude is towards youth in the first place. Certainly we 
found non-pedophile adults, even with a criminal record, who were exquisitely good volunteers in our program, as 
sometimes people do learn from their earlier excesses. Our approach, in addition to screening out ”bad apples,” is to 
have on our facilitators watch for impatience, rigid approaches, actions which are particularly abhorrent to the youth 
him him him him, and to take these volunteers aside, give them some clear feedback that what theyʼre doing is not 
working, then repost them to activities which donʼt directly interface with the youth, if they continue to be a problem. 
We certainly cannot say that every volunteer has worked out perfectly – but neither can Big Brothers Big Sisters.  

We continued to work with Big Brothers Big Sisters over the years, and although they run mentoring matchups, and 
tend not to do programs, and we run programs, and have only rarely created mentoring matchups, there is a 
synchrony here which we have always appreciated. We would suggest that any organization running our program, 
continue our partnership with Big Brothers Big Sisters organization.

http://www.childrenshelp.com/pagesnew/early-intervention-prevent-violence.html
http://www.childrenshelp.com/pagesnew/early-intervention-prevent-violence.html
http://www.childrenshelp.com/pagesnew/early-intervention-prevent-violence.html
http://www.childrenshelp.com/pagesnew/early-intervention-prevent-violence.html


attempts to take control, things got off to a rousing start, as it is especially important at the outset to 
enlist the cooperation of everyone present.  Speaking of cooperation, we had brought in some new 
adult volunteers and having learned something from our first event, these men were even readier to 
jump into the fray–and did so in short order. One of these men, Gilbert McElroy18, really caught the 
flavor of “participatory theater” and played a very believable medieval knight, rousing the young men 
to approach High Council with all cylinders firing. We quickly found that the Little Brothers are great 
additions, and even the youth who came because they were struggling contributed to the richness of 
the tapestry which was unfolding.

 While I will relate below what specifically happened at the 
second iteration of the program, I want to use this space to 
globally indicate what we learned about the central structure of 
our program, around which we continued to build over six years 
and 9 prototypes. We knew from the outset that the  value which 
was delivered by our program centered around what happened at 
the Saturday night campfire.  When young people spoke here, 
everything changed. We were, from this point onwards, no longer 
working with children, but with young adults. 

Every other program element, therefore, became 
either a lead up to Saturday night or a  “harvesting” 
the results after Saturday night. This “crescendoing” 
was, like other programs I had designed, resembled 
constructing a roller coaster – with the lion’s share of 
the effort built-in to bring the coaster to the top at the 
right time – in this case Saturday night – and with the 
realization that the completion step was to cooperate 
with the roller coaster’s effortless decent during 
Saturday night and throughout Sunday.

One of the things that we had learned from her very first program, is that after the Saturday night 
campfire ceremony, there is a fair amount of “irrational exuberance”–and that, as also observed by 
Michael Meade19, this is a very necessary part for the youth - a transitioning from a knee-jerk culture-
bound approach to behavior to taking responsibility for one’s part in the matter. If our young people 
were permitted to royster around all night, Saturday night, it was because we knew that this is part of 
what they need to do, and we’ve always been permissive here rather than restrictive. As we had 
created a medieval scenario, and wanted to give the young people some symbol of their forward 
movement on Saturday night, we handed out three-foot lengths of soft Styrofoam, used to insulate 
copper water pipes – as “swords” – and after the ceremony, positive as it was, there was immediately 
a sword fight that went on well into the night. The youth became attached to their “swords” and in 
2001 we used them in the design of a subsequent piece of the program for returning youth.



Our understanding of this dynamic grew gradually, and as we 
did nine prototypes, I can tell you that this central dynamic 
worked perfectly for seven of them, and the other two, in which 
it failed, taught us much of what we needed to know. The 
literature, which might have helped us to understand better 
what was going on, was still largely in the process of being 
written at this time. The shift in emphasis seen our central 
dynamic, which I have referred to as a 21st-century dynamic, 
really did begin in 1999 when the authors we were reading 
created a new discipline called Positive Psychology. From 1999 
onwards, articles speaking of topics which it never been 
discussed before in psychology - like awe, wonder, “elevation”, 
gratitude - and reporting on research showing what was 
effective – began to appear, totally reshaping how we (or 
other designers of new programs) would approach young 

people. Now we were developing them as assets, when before, programs were to correct them, or to 
keep them within manageable boundaries. 

To enhance the core of our program, we had to know what was going on, and how each design 
change would play into that. So first let’s talk about what is happening with adolescents. This will 
explain a lot of what happened.

In the 2006 book– A Life Worth Living: Contributions to Positive Psychology20 Dmitry Leontiev writes....

“Emancipation as the vector of personality development

Can there be personality development other than biological maturation and socialization? Textbooks in 
the psychology of personality usually describe everything but the core of personality. Can we conceive of 
personality development that could not be reduced to biological or social development, to socialization 
processes or physical maturation? This question cannot be answered without first considering the nature 
of personhood. Contemporary views stress the complexity of personhood based on functions of identity, 
self understanding, an agency. Eric Fromm paid attention to the inherent duality of human nature. 
Human beings belong to two different sets of regulations: to the world of natural causality and to the 
special human world. Human beings find themselves thrown into the world and separated from their 
natural roots. One faces the choice between two different strategies of living: either stick to the natural 
ground and merge with companions, with the tribe, with the family, with the blood and soil that is or find 
oneʼs own independent, autonomous in the world and find new organizing principles of being in the 
world that cannot be derived from the world of natural causation. Personhood consists in the capacity 
to stand alone, keeping the whole human world within oneself.

This capacity of separate functioning is not inborn. In the process of human development, both in 
philogenesis and ontogenesis, we start becoming humans as a part of a symbiotic unit and gradually 
pass through a succession of stages of emancipation. Fromm used the concept of psychological 
symbiosis to characterize the relations between a human infant and his mother. What happens in the 
course of development is the overcoming of this symbiosis, the emancipation from this initial, original 
connectedness. As Nobel Prize winner Joseph Brodsky put it, “a human being is an autonomous 
creature, and throughout life, your autonomy keeps growing. This can be likened to a spaceship: at first 
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Dmitry Leontiev p.49



gravity acts, to some extent–attraction to your home, to your base.... But as a human being moves off into 
space, he starts obeying other, outer laws of gravity.”

There are different stages of emancipation. Birth is a physical disconnection of two organisms, the infant 
and mother. First, they had a shared bodiness, they were in the same body, and then they became two 
different bodies. This is the physical emancipation. But in fact we are not yet completely born: we stay in 
many respects closely connected to the mother. I spoke previously (1978) and with two births of 
personality: “the first time when their appears in a child in 
clear forms the polymotivation and subordination of his 
actions.... and a second time in his conscious personality 
appears.” Step by step, the child learns movements and 
develops  autonomous locomotion. Motor emancipation 
is the second stage after physical disconnection. Then 
comes cognitive emancipation, when the child elaborates 
a picture of the world that is his or her own. In the last 
stage is “value or meaning emancipation,” which 
corresponds to the adolescent crisis. This kind of  
emancipation marks the possibility of autonomous 
functioning. Before this critical point in development, 
the main factors determining the shaping of 
personality are environmental influences. But after 
this point, the activity of the person himself or herself 
becomes the main factor. An autonomous person is the endpoint 
of this progressive emancipation process. The person has his or her own law and acts in 
accordance with it. As in the original Greek sense of the word autonomy,  autonomous persons impose 
their own regulatory principles to the way they manage their lives.

 Autonomy is born from the fires of the adolescent crisis with infantile forms of activity and 
autoregulation merge into the mature self-determination pattern. Kaliteyevskaya and Leontiev 
(2004) in their existential model of autodetermination treat freedom and responsibility as psychological 
mechanisms having different natural and genetic roots, but converging into one in the mature adult 
personality. Freedom is a special form of human activity: itʼs distinctive property is personal 
causation, that is, the controllability of activity by the subject at every point. Responsibility is a 
special form of internal value mediated regulation presuming recognition and conscious 
management of oneʼs ability in order to cause changes both in oneself and in the environment. 
Both merge, making two sides of the coin, in their mature forms: however, in the history of individual 
personality development, they emerge from different roots. The development of freedom comes from the 
awareness of oneʼs rights and resources for activity in the elaboration of value criteria for making choices. 

The development of responsibility comes from the internalization of 
activity regulation, the transformation of overt regulation by the 
other person (adult ) into internal self-regulation. The integration of 
both trends on the basis of personal values is the core of the 
adolescent crisis: it marks the personʼs ascendance to a new 
level of relating to the world, the level of autodetermination. 
The failure of this integration produces quasi-freedom, which lacks 
responsibility, and quasi-responsibility, which lacks freedom: the 
former appears as impulsive rebelling ( “freedom from” rather than “ 
freedom to”), the latter as the hard labor of implementing the 
interjection values of others, rather than those of oneʼs own. Two 
empirical studies with 140 adolescents based on the factor and 
cluster analysis of several relevant multiscale inventories revealed 
for patterns of personality development that correspond to the four 
options of crossing freedom and responsibility: autonomous 
[integrated freedom and responsibility], impulsive (quasi freedom )    



symbiotic (quasi responsibility), and conformist (lacking both freedom and responsibility). The resulting 
development model accounts for the nature of mental health, personality development, and the goals of 
psychotherapy.”21

 We Discover What Being “one’s own person” Really  Consists Of

The reader will remember that our initial inspiration was a boy who was “his own person.” Given the 
four places that an adolescent could be residing, clearly, the autonomous state is the only one where 
“one’s own person” becomes manifest. To get there, (freedom) one gains spontaneity, flexibility, and 
resilience by continuing to exert effort in the face of challenge [Ropes Course challenges in this case] 
until the day is won, and by introspectively determining which of any number of values one could 
choose to embrace [to accomplish this in a social situation i.e  as a member of a team].  It is interesting 
that the High Council challenges, which lead to the generation of values, is appropriate to this age 
group (as value generation is on their current developmental pathway). Most of the youth in 
attendance have not yet grappled with values as determinants of behavior – whereas a group of 
adults  with the same challenges in front of them would already have grab bag of values, either 
culturally determined or based on their experience. This makes our program a learning opportunity 
par excellence - exactly what the results indicate.

While Leontiev’s 2006 vector diagram above would have come in very handy in 2001, and while it 
will come in handy in pretraining people  in the future, we were feeling our way along intuitively, and 
for the most part making the right decisions.  Somehow we  knew that developing new skills was only 
one of the two thrusts needed, and that deriving one’s response to a situation by mining for the values 
which supported ones positive results, was very appropriate for youth. The proof was in the pudding, 
as we saw, on the spot, before our eyes – that this was exactly and undoubtedly the case.

So it was a frothy time in November 2001, despite the fact that our program had been delayed by the 
World Trade Center bombing in September. We even got a sense of our program was more important, 
observing that this was a meeting place for youth of diverse cultures, a place where cultural 
differences melted away, and where the use came to like each other and to be free of the stereotyping 
which pervaded their subculture. There was a particularly warm feeling amongst the men while waiting 
for the youth to arrive – an excitement to get going again.

Let me give you a brief smattering of what was once again spoken 
at the Saturday night campfire. May I give a short description of 
how we orchestrated it. At the end of a long day of ropes course 
events, the young people were both tired and exuberant. A man as 
far away as Idaho had contributed his favorite exercise – which 
proved a perfect lead-in for the Saturday night campfire. 

You may recall a reference to it above. It is called Best Day Worst 
Day. The participants stand in a circle where they can easily see 
each other, and those who are moved to do so tell the story of the 
best and worst day of their lives. No commentary is allowed, and 
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although we prohibit the adults, for the most part, from taking up air time, this exercise is an exception. 

In 2001, we extended permission to the 
adults to join into the conversation around 
the Saturday night campfire as well – as 
you will see below.

 Without a pause after Best Day Worst Day, 
the participants are asked to find a rock that 
they can carry to the ceremony and 
proceed towards the campfire silently to the 
sound of a piece of music which we selected 
for the purpose – Gerry Rafferty’s “The 
Ark.” The lyrics of this music talk about 
setting out on a journey and about trusting 
the process. The rock the participants bring 
with them will eventually be used a symbol 
of any burden they identify which keeps 
them from being at their best:

Cedric age 12: “What I don’t like is when people tease me... Cause I’m 
short, and my name. And I don’t like it and it’s stressful. I want to get rid 
of it. I’ve been trying, and I think I’m succeeding... so far... “

 (This can be seen on a longer video at bVideoSeriesYCLC.mov a by selecting the video at How To Host a YCLC )



 

“I’d like to get rid of a burden of stress. 
Ever since I’ve been young I’ve been teased, 
and I always just sucked it up. So I’ve 
always been under a great deal of stress....”

“You stay with the person until 
it’s  through. You the don’t just quit on him and say I’m 
not going to carry this through - you help with every 
step  along the way.”
                                    (This can be seen on video at Youth.mov)

  “I was very, very skeptical that somehow in 
the cold and damp and the complaining, and 
the aches and pains, that anything truly 
magical come of this. But this morning on the 
Ropes Course that huge burden of being 
skeptical evaporated, and then, this afternoon 
with my team, it totally disappeared, I hope 

forever, and was replaced by a great deal of inspiration and real 
admiration for my team first of all – and for all of you next of all. So I 
want to and thank you and honor you, because you took care of my 
burden for me. Thank you!”   (See this as on the video Volunteer at 2001 program.mov)

 The decision we had taken to allow (even encourage) adult 
participants to speak on this one occasion - at the same time 
as the youth - had, in turn, allowed them to integrate what 
was happening, and to fashion a way to articulate it - which 
was relevant to them as full participants as well. But this was 
just the beginning!

The group of about 15 youth returning from the program a 
year before,  just after the Saturday night ceremony - 
presented an even greater mind-blowing experience. 

During the day, without any prompting whatsoever, they had 
turned a simple tug-o’-war into a spontaneous love-in with 
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their less experienced brothers. They won every tug, even offering to take on two and three teams at a 
time, and when it was all over, they sat down with their less experienced comrades, and told them their 
“secret.” It was that they had decided, beforehand, to be of one mind and one heart, and that when 
they did this, they knew in advance that they would always win. Their explanation to their comrades 
was anything but a putdown, expressing their love and admiration for those less experienced. And 
they concocted this without prompting.

Except for these brief swoop-in appearances, when they appeared wearing their Styrofoam swords, 
they were largely unseen by the first-year group, and spent most of their time helping adults 
orchestrate the main program, without being seen. They had been put in charge of creating the 
“treasure” that would be found by the first year participants on Sunday afternoon. But this is a little 
getting ahead of ourselves.

Swords In The Closet

After the Saturday night ceremony, the first-year participants have gone off to celebrate, the second 
year boys gathered indoors and had a ceremony of their own called Swords In The Closet. We 
already seen that their youthful exuberance had an “edge” to it, which could be rained down on less 
powerful youth, parents, teachers and others. We saw it as being symbolized by their swinging their 
sword at whatever came by. In this solemn ceremony, young people, one by one, agreed to put their 
sword in the closet (i.e. to decomission it), having made a statement of how they regularly used it 
indiscriminately, and after a declaration of putting their sword in closet ( they actually deposited their 
Styrofoam swords in a chest after speaking) meant that there were occasions to take to one’s sword 
out of the closet (i.e.  to stand up for one’s self) -  but that these were few and far between. Frankly, 
despite the fact that we had stretched our minds to accommodate what happened during the Saturday 
night campfire, this performance trumped that one.

 
“There were a lot of times when I was exceptionally mean 
and cruel to people, for nearly no reason at all–for my 
own warped self amusement. I’m past that now. It’s 
done!”
                     (This can be seen on video at NoMoreBullying.mov )

While several youth, virtually everyone present, spoke in powerful terms about putting their sword in 
the closet, I particularly remember one - as we followed it up to see if it would have any results in the 
real world. He was a young man about 16 years of age who had come to us from an alternative 
school. Students who came from alternative schools had very bad academic records, and many of 
them also had very bad behavior records. Their principal told us that they came from very difficult 
family situations. They had been allowed back into school, but only if they made progress, and only 
for limited periods of time. This young man who was sponsored by his school, became particularly well 
known to us, as he was very eager to join our staff. His academic record was particularly bleak and 
when he spoke at the Swords in the Closet exercise, about how rebellious he had been at school, and 
how this had impinged on his academic performance. He declared that this was over for him, and so 
we were anxious to speak to his principal afterwards, see what happened in the subsequent months. 
We learned that he had totally reinvented himself and was about to graduate. Somehow we were not 
surprised, as what he had said and come across very sincerely, with tears in his eyes.



For various logistical and financial reasons, this was the only time that we mounted the very successful 
second year (second level) program, but it proved to us that getting youth started was one thing, and 
that keeping the magic going was another. We have learned a lot about what we would put into a 
follow-up program, and we have also extensively reviewed the recently-expanded world literature on 
youth work22 23 24, and would strongly advise that anyone taking on our program not do so without a 
commitment to a well-designed follow-up, specifically tailored to discoveries which  became available 
through our program.  Just speaking of boys for the moment, as our girls’ program had not yet gotten 
off the drawing board, the  literature from 2000-1 onwards agrees with our observations – that once 
boys make an initial leap forward, their own interactions with each other become a workshop in its 
own right – one in which compassion begins to show up, and one in which the assumption of 
responsibility for one’s sometimes-ragged emotions is quite accessible, if one is willing to put even a 
small amount of effort into tapping it. It seems clear however that these second level changes require 
that the first level change is well engineered. We may only get one shot at it. If we don’t do it right the 
first time, it’s likely that boys won’t show up for the second time. So getting it right is really important.

 Having made reference to the 
central dynamic of our program, 
the catalyst, if you wish, working 
well seven times out of nine 
prototypes, I would like to 
underline the importance of 
vouchsafing this dynamic, at all 
costs. This dynamic is built around 
the Saturday Night Campfire 
Event, around which everything 
else pivots – and the opportunity 
within it for the youth to speak 
freely, and by choice, about what 
is going on within them. It is 

critically important that the young people get an opportunity to put into words what is 
happening, is this leads them to be very articulate, and more confident with their next steps. 
Secondly, articulating this leads them to make a declaration about the direction they’re wanting 
to take in the future. Nothing could be more important. We know that some old-dynamic 
programs would have a difficult time freely encouraging youth to speak. In fact that was what 
happened on the two times out of the nine when the central dynamic was weakened. 

On one occasion, the adult leader “prescribed” that the youth would speak in this way – and  
was greeted with a thundering silence, and on the other occasion, we were working with an 
outside organization, and we had failed to get them sufficiently on board in advance, that they 
through one wrench in the works after another. The young people, sensing the palpable 
discomfort of leaders they knew better than they knew us, were generally inhibited from 
speaking “from the heart.”  This left a certain “flatness” to the program, informing us that we 
had to return to the drawing board to prevent this in the future.
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22 Thrive–The Canadian Centre for Positive Youth Development www.thrivecanada.ca/

23  Balsano A.B. : 2009; Patterns of early adolescence participation in youth development www3.interscience.wiley.com/
journal/122394139/articletext?DOI=10...

24 NRCPFC:  diffuse development: 14 July 2008: www.hunter.cuny.edu/.../positive-youth-development.html
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What Had We Learned From Our Boys’ Programs?

Watching the boys carefully during and after our programs, we were frankly surprised how easy it is 
to engage them in making positive advances in their lives. One of the reasons that we have included 
videos is that many of the things that we are reporting might seem exaggerated unless the reader is  
confirming our results to themselves by actually seeing them happen before their eyes. Men regularly 
reported what we were observing - themselves25. What they were seeing in the young people as they 
went through our program was quite different than what they had seen with their own sons and their 
sons’ friends. Boys tend to bumble along and don’t seem to be very socially astute. But give them an 
opportunity to do so without a disapproving adult looking over their shoulder–and it will happen.

Granted, there is a “tipping point” in our program which determines whether it will happen or not. As 
Thompson and Kindlon have point out, boys in particular exist in a subculture of cruelty in which 
beating up on each other is part of everyday life. So in the life of a boy, he is either a bully, or he is 
bullied. If  he is a bully he will be highly expressed, but will be disdainful of others. If he is bullied he 
will be relatively unexpressed, internalized –and pessimistic. Neither of these two polarities in are 
conducive to positive youth development.

Exposing the boys to teamwork exercises which can only be mastered as a team, is highly attractive to 
bullies, and the whole dynamic of the team shifts as the bullies assume leadership, as if it were their 
destiny pattern, and shortly after this happens, the bullied kids come out from hiding and become 
expressive themselves. I haven’t related yet that some of the bullied kids become bullies for a while, 
but this is a temporary phenomenon  which tends to sort itself out in time. I would venture to say that 
with this dynamic in play, the boys program  is positioned to really accomplish what it can. All the 
more reason for making sure that the program is duplicated precisely rather than loosely.

Many articles26  written about youth programs have issued the warning that an originally good 
program suffers over time from not being presented true to its original form. It is very important that 
the program’s leaders understand totally why things are done in a certain way and why things are 
not done in other ways. Often we see someone coming on board, with some successful experience 
outside of the program; it is hard for them, subsequently, to put this aside within our program, and to 
accept that our program works, but only when followed to a tee.

Video List Chapter 4.

Go to bVideoSeriesYCLC.mov push the button similar programs.  This is not the whole movie Boys Will 
Be Men but is this a segment that features  Michael Meade. I’ve already given you a reference to 
watch the whole movie, but you may also like to watch this particular segment as well.

 On page 56 is a short speech by a 10-year-old about how you hang in hand never walk away. This can 
be seen at Youth.mov

 Also on page 56 there is a short speech when a volunteer spoke to the Saturday night campfire. See a 
video of this. Go to the video Volunteer at 2001 program.mov On page 57 we see an older youth who 
is declaring himself to be finished with bullying.  This can be seen at NoMoreBullying.mov 
Bob Vandenberg appears with other volunteers in the video Volunteer.mov. on CD#2

25 Volunteer Bob Vandenberg “Youʼre just havinʼ fun. You let your imagination go wild.” see Volunteer.mov CD#2

26 Cornell Dewey G.: What Works In Youth Violence Prevention? 1999


